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Dr. Bronson’s  Hotel Room



Handout: Providence 1



Handout: Providence 1 - Plain Text

Shabti Figurine (Red Jasper): If accurately translated, the 
message is both strange and cryptic “ To the possessor, pass 
unseen and without odor or sound by the fetid beast. ”

Ibnhotep’s Scarab Amulet: Try as I might, I am unable to decipher 
the runes. Clearly, they are not Egyptian, and despite my exhaustive 
research I am unable to understand the root language. I suspect this 
could be a cypher etched by Ibnhotep’s own hand, but what it means 
has been lost to time.

Ibnhotep’s Canopic Jar Tablet: According to the hieroglyphs, it says 
that any container sealed with honey and blessed with a prayer to 
Eset (Isis) will contain Set’s beast for all eternity. Fascinating stuff.


